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AURORA Network Speaker
The AURORA is Muemma’s newest addition to wireless speakers, which takes 
the companies iconic ARiNA Bluetooth speaker design, packing it full of new 
features and better specs.

Key design features:
 • Sync up to 15 AURORA speakers via IOS or Android App. 
 • Wireless induction charging cover works with QI charging capability. 
 • Touch sensor rim for music control with Alexa integration.
 • 3x noise cancelation microphones for crisp vocal pickup. 
 • Increase by double the speaker wattage with optional bass booster switch.
 • Over 24 hours of portable playtime using low energy Bluetooth connection.



Why a New Speaker?
As technology becomes more prominent in our daily lives, it should integrate 
seamlessly into our surroundings. Most tech products are cold and uninspiring. 
We believe, if it lives in your home, it should compliment and become a part of 
your interior. 

The AURORA is the next evolution of a truly functional speaker. Designed with 
the consumer in mind, we analyzed how people interact with Bluetooth speak-
ers on a daily basis. These days, speakers don’t only need to sound fantastic, 
they need to fit beautifully into your lifestyle and be functional all the time. 



Phones these days are starting to incorporate wireless charging functions. 
The #1 question from our customer is, now that my phone is in the bowl, can 
it automatically charge? Now it Can! With the add-on induction charging 
cover, it is now possible. Simply attached the QI cover and the surface         
becomes a power station for your devices. No more ugly cables to worry 
about! 

The AURORA is upgradable as technology and fashion changes. The QI 
cover can be purchased and added later. Once Apple introduces wireless 
charging, iPhone owners will be able to invest into a QI charging cover if 
they please.

Wireless QI Charging Cover



This speaker is truly smart with Amazon Alexa integration or via your phone 
Siri/ Ok Google, enjoy the freedom of controlling everything with the ease of 
your voice. Set appointments, play music, make shopping lists, turn on and 
off your Amazon devices such as lights and heating. 

We wanted to keep the design as simple as possible yet provide intuitive 
controls. The smart rim around the AURORA allows you to control the 
speaker without your phone or laptop. With a simple swipe or tap, play or 
change your music. 

Smart Touch Sensor



Most speakers today have hands-free MIC functions but what they don’t tell 
you are how good they are. The AURORA is a professional system, which needs 
to contain the best technology for every situation. We are implementing 3 high 
definition microphones strategically placed for maximum pickup. Confidently 
use the speaker for conference calling and prevent those annoying Siri “Sorry, I 
didn’t get that…” 

We’ve also included an AUX audio and MIC out port which can be connected 
to a landline telephone via a PH35 to RJ9 adaptor. Perfect for offices which 
need a touch of sophistication. 

Conferencing Bridge



360°

4x 51mm speakers
2x passive radiators

24 hour battery

360° audio drivers

Hands free calling

Power station

Interchangeable 
covers

Wall hanging 
capability

Bluetooth 4.0

Link 15 speakers

Wireless charging
cover

Touch sensor

Alexa integration

3x microphones

Wi-Fi connection

IOS/ Android
appp app

AURORA Features



Works with your favorite Music

The AURORA works seamlessly with most music services including Apple 
Music, Spotify, Deezer, Sound cloud, Pandora and others. 



Muemma GmbH was started by friends in the home& living industry who saw 
a gap in well designed electronics and tech accessories catered to the home. 
Most electronics give off a cold and techie feel, which alienates itself from the 
interior space. By stripping down to the bare necessity coupled with warm   
materials and a dash of whimsical design, Muemma creates beautifully         
functional home tech products.

Muemma specializes in design and production consulting. In 2015 the 
Muemma brand was launched with the ARiNA Bluetooth speaker, which 
gained fast recognition in the design industry. Over the course of a year, it was 
sold by distributors and retail shops in Europe, USA, Australia, and Asia. 
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